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01:01
<abstract>
02:01
<introduction>
03:01
<argument>
04:01
<precedents>

I’m not a musician nor music producer,

<abstract>
01:01

but I have always loved music.

color/timbre, brightness/pitch, length/duration,

I enjoy it— not the creation
nor the interpretation of
music; but purely the
experience of listening to it.

scale/volume, composition/rhythm—and

When I put my headphones on, music

thus provide ways of transforming each other

isolates me from the rest of the world, melody

back and forth, as input and output. Computer

drives me back to memories, movies, and

technology has increased the ease of transform-

books. I imagine and visualize what I hear in

ing and manipulating sound and image. In my

my mind with my eyes closed.

I believe that aural and visual language can
reinforce and inspire one another.
Sound evokes the emotions and the senses.
It is a catalyst for our imagination. It can be
combined with imagery for the purpose of
communication, harmoniously or discordantly.
Both have corresponding characteristics—

thesis project, I explore sound visualization,
sound/image transformation and combination.

As an undergraduate graphic design student
in China, I was restricted primarily within print
media. After four years of training, I began to

<introduction>
02:01

get frustrated and impatient with graphic design.
I was stuck with my limited design skills. At
VCU my first semester graduate workshop with
Professor Steven Hoskins opened a door to
combining sound and kinetic images for storytelling. It reformed my understanding and
definition of design. I realized that visual
language is not the only way to communicate;
sound is also a powerful tool. Music is not
the only type of sound. There are other kinds
such as voices, noises, natural and artificial
sound that make the world come alive—but
these are so common in life that I almost
ignored them. I began to have a desire to explore
more about aural languages; including the
relationship it could build with visual forms.

01:01

02:01

We live in a sea of sound—a wide and

For me, working with sound is a way to

various mixture of ambient sounds of nature

trigger ideas for creating new visual forms.

and technology, and sonic creations of

It serves my own curiosity and leads to

mankind. Messages exist in different ways,

exploration as a visual communicator. Blending

both visible and invisible. We write and

this newfound method with graphic design

speak, we see and hear, and we visualize what

has generated some unexpected yet interesting

we have in our mind. Images express ideas

results. Making while listening, I attempt

and moods, as does sound. Both have their own

to get a deeper understanding of the role that

elements and structures—color, size, balance,

sound plays in visual works—by challenging

timbre, duration, melody. Yet they can be

myself to look from a new perspective and

correlated and combined with each other as

integrate the two. I explore the experience of

means for creative communication

visualizing sound, image and sound

and expression.

transformations, the idea of optic and sonic
existing harmoniously, as well as a belief
that aural element positively enhances and
reinforces visual communication.

<argument>
03:01

03:01

<precedents>
04:01-04:04

In the book Sight Sound Motion: Applied Media

Norman McLaren, Scottish-born Canadian

Aesthetics, Herbert Zettl writes that sound

animator and film director, was a pioneer

has five basic functions: (1) information, (2) out-

in areas of animation and filmmaking, includ-

er orientation, (3) inner orientation, (4) energy,

ing film animation, visual music, and graphical

and (5) structure. Sound conveys information;

sound.

orientates external space, time, situation, as

he drew different, small, simple graphics directly

well as internal mood and conditions. Sound also

on to film to produce sound that has different

provides additional energy to a scene, especially

rhythm and tones. This is an early example of

for films/television—it supplies rhythmic struc-

transferring drawings into sound.

[1]

[2]

In Pen Point Percussion [(1951)],

tures for the visual field. Aural and visual exist
harmoniously in space, functioning together.
Artists, filmmakers and designers have found

[1] Zettl, Herbert. Sight Sound Motion: Applied Media

different ways to use and synthesize them in

Aesthetics. 2nd ed. Wadsworth. 1990. p325.

projects ranging from film to multimedia art.

04:01

[2] Refer to information in Glossary 08:01.

That sound can evoke
imagination and be interpreted into visual works
is not new. As is common
in videos and packaging
for the music industry, visual
communicators may be
influenced and inspired by
music and interpret it into
visual forms. Artists use
music to produce art work
including drawing, installation, sculpture and videos.

Tomato Studio, a London-based multi-disciplinary design group developing cross-platform
and multi-media projects, has created
many motion graphic pieces for experimental
film titles, television advertisements, and
music promotions. The images are powered
by using music and sound effects.
Jennie C. Jones is an African American artist
whose practice incorporates various disciplines,
such as printmaking, drawing, sculpture,
but particularly sound-based art. Her works
include sculptures that are made with strips
of audiotapes, bits of wire, piano sharps,
and painting composition works that reflects
sound and music components.

04:02

As technology rapidly developed in the electronic age,
visual artists and designers
began to utilize computer
and various software, as it
became easier to work with
digital sonic data and visual
media — in two-dimensional
graphics, three-dimensional
installations, and spatial live
performances. The boundaries between design and art
blurred as other disciplines
began to merge with visual
communication.

Ryoji Ikeda is a leading Japanese contemporary

This type of transforming and converting

electronic composer and visual artist working

exploration has been practiced for several years.

convincingly across both sonic and visual media.

Glen Cummings, a New York-based graphic

He not only works with purely musical projects,

designer/artist, created the interactive work

but also strongly focuses on uncovering the

Between Stations[1] in which he engaged with

potential of invisible data used to generate visible

sound while studying graphic design at Yale

substance. In Test Pattern (2008), he developed

University in 2002. By videotaping overhead

a system for converting any kind of data: text,

electrical wires from a train window and

sound, still and motion images, into barcode

converting the framing of moving wires into

patterns and binary patterns. In this project,

digital sound, viewers can easily experience

Ikeda developed a way of transforming different

the simultaneity of image and sound. The

forms of information as a technological

project provided a way to link visual and audio,

and aesthetical activity.

giving us a fresh vision of “seeing” sound.

[1] Steven Hoskins, Roy McKelvey, eds., “2003
Annual of Student Projects,” Loop: AIGA Journal of
Interaction Design Education - Archive. Web.
<http://loop1.aiga.org/>.

04:03

04:04

SIDE B>

05:01
<making + listening>
06:01
<overall evaluation>

process

process

Time Is a Circle

[ video, 2:45:00 ]

sound
image
motion
time
color
harmony
story

This was the first time I worked with sound.
In this project we were asked to create a video
based on a chapter of Alan Lightman’s fiction,
Einstein’s Dreams, including storyboarding,
shooting film, recording a voiceover and adding
additional soundtrack as the background music.
This project was exciting to me because the
outcome was no longer purely two-dimensional,
static graphics nor intended to be viewed
in silence. Sound was a new communication
tool for me. I appreciated how it enhanced

Screenshots of the final video and resource videos.
Graduate Workshop Fall 2012 | Professor: Steven Hoskins

the narrative power of imagery.

Lightman’s text for the voiceover.

05:01

05:02

making + listening

process

Blossom

[ video, 2:40:00 ]

music
image
time
ryhthm
simultaneously

In this project, I tried to match changing images
with the rhythm of a piece of music. I made a
kaleidoscope out of pieces of mirror and a tube,
and used it to generate images. I tried to control
the movement of the imagery to synchronize
with the beat of music as much as I could. This
experiment forced me to pay close attention to
the details of sound.

Screenshots of the final video.
Graduate Workshop Fall 2012 | Professor: Steven Hoskins

05:04

process

process

recording
place
image
abstract
Walking In Richmond
[ video, 1:20:00 ]

There are so many different sounds in the
environment. People chat when walking, church
bells strike at noon, birds chirp in the early
morning, cars make loud noises when passing
by. I recorded the landscape and ambient
sound in Richmond, and edited them into
a video. The imagery were squeezed and
compressed into a hundred strips, forming
an abstract Richmond landscape, while
recorded sound provided an aural journey
for audience.

Screenshot of the final video.
Spring 2013 | thesis topic proposal project

Screenshots of the original video source before editing.

05:05

05:06

process

making + listening

A Phonetic and Sonic Alphabet
[ print, interactive ]

Part 1
language
symbol
phonetic
abstract
interactive

I began exploring the relationship between
sound and image. Sound of oral languages can
be sorted into two categories: vowels and
consonants. I found that vowels [1] are the most
sonorous part of syllables, while consonants [2]
are less so. I visualized spoken English based on
my interpretation of their distinct pronunciation;
and created a symbolic and phonetic alphabet.
This is a portal for understanding the way visual
reflects aural—through pattern, scale, rhythm,
pause, and duration.

[1] [2] Please refer to <Selected Bibliography + Glossary>
for more information.

A book of poems translated into a graphic alphabet.

05:07

05:08

process

process

Visualization of consonant [ j ] .

Part 2
After the spoken languages had been translated

[1] Audacity is a free, easy-to-use, multi-track audio

into visual language, I wondered if the visual can

editor and recorder for Windows, Mac OS X, GNU/Linux

be transformed back to the aural. These symbols

and other operating systems. In my Audible Image project,
I used “Import Raw Data” function. It is a function for

were processed using digital and analog means,

importing raw (header-less) files. The files being imported

translated into two kinds of sound. The vowel

have no graphical display nor audio header information—

symbols are transformed by Audacity, [1] a digital

sampling rate, bit rate, endian, number of channels,
and can be used without any extension.

sound editing program. The consonants are
created by a small music box, which generates
melodies according to the punch card holes.
The project resulted in an interactive piece.

[j]
yes
consonant

abstract symbols

English spoken language

aural

subjective interpretation
imagination

start point

music-box + Audacity

intermediate point

part 1

05:09

visual

digital and acoustic sound
objective translation

aural
end point

part 2

05:10

making + listening
process

A vowel symbol is encoded into sound by Audacity.

process

Consonants are punched on music box punch cards.

05:11

05:12

process

process

Website interface 1: an general introduction of the project.
(http://zh-h.info/soundimagesound/00.html)

05:13

05:14

process

process

Website interface 2: the final flash of the visual symbolic audio.
(http://zh-h.info/soundimagesound/01.html)

05:15

05:16

process

process

Website interface 3: the full English vowels and consonants list,
visual symbols show up when the mouse rolls over a syllable.
(http://zh-h.info/soundimagesound/02.html)

05:17

05:18

process

process

Website interface 4: the full symbolic phonetic alphabet,
sound clip gets played when mouse overed on a symbol.
(http://zh-h.info/soundimagesound/03.html)

05:19

05:20

process

process

This project is a personal investigation involving the subjective and objective transformation—back and forth—of two languages. In the
process, visual language acts as an intermediate
point. I visualized a verbal language while the
music-box and software translated my glyphs
into new sound. Meaning changes significantly
from the original aural language and delivers
new content to the audience.

Website interface 5: the text that is translated.
(http://zh-h.info/soundimagesound/04.html)

05:21

05:22

process

process

Audible Image
[ fabric print, 42in x 36in ]

This project involves a sound-editing program to

Sound wave of the final audio output .
Sound Communication Fall 2013 | Professor: Stephen Vitiello

image
noise
transformation

transform an image into both sound and a new
image. Audacity encodes the image’s binary
code into digital white noise and generates visual
sound waves and spectrograms. In this project,
I have limited control. New images are primarily
determined by the computer. However, I can
still manipulate them and create my own
visual compositions.

white noise

typography

visual

objective translation
Audacity

start point

Audacity + digital collage

intermediate point

step 1

05:23

aural

abstract image
objective + subjective translation

visual
end point

step 2

Above is an early test using Audacity to
transform a picture into sound. I imported this
image into Audacity, and it encoded image
to white noise as an output.

05:24

process

I found the program generated spectrograms as

process

Using Audacity-generated images to make compositions.

well, which led me to the next step — using
spectrograms to make new visual compositions.

05:25

05:26

process

05:27

05:28

process

process

fabric picture here.

Images printed on silk.

The compositions are applied on silk and
becoming a wearable scarf.
In this project, the sound-editing program
was used as an image-generating tool. Misuse
became the most interesting part in this
project. Besides fabric, other applications and
usage of those images still need to be explored.
Such as painting, sculpture, and other possible
art forms and experiment.

05:29

05:30

process

process

Interactive Image/Sound
[ digital, interactive ]

interactive
sound
motion
color
change

While my passion for making moving images
continued, I felt the need to let more people have
an experience with what the work is communicating. I decided to create an interactive piece in
which people can participate.
This is a screen-based piece incorporating
the audience an experience that relates to sound,
and provides them a feeling of space. The
interface consists of a set of 7×4 modular grids,
and each module contains a clip of short film
and an audio track. I try to match the film’s
emotional harmony with the audio’s, but not
necessarily convey a specific narrative. By
clicking on grid modules, the images and audio
are played or paused. The images form different
compositions, and audio tracks blend with and
play on top of each other.

05:31

Screenshots of the website interface and the original video.

motion, images, and audio. My intent is to give

05:32

process

process

Short video clips in my laptop folder.

05:33

05:34

process

People interacting with the work at the 2014

For me, the most interesting part of this project

MFA Exhibition at Anderson Gallery.

is that both visual and aural narratives differ
every second. How it looks and sounds are always
changing, based on individual user-interactions.

05:34

05:36

<Overall Evaluation> 06:01
I came to graduate school with a desire to learn

My thesis projects are mostly personal investi-

new things. My two-year-long graduate study

gations. Inspired by my classmates, the idea of

has broadened my understanding and definition

involving audience participation became inter-

of graphic design. The discipline evolves rapidly

esting to me. For my thesis show, I wanted my

and involves more technology each year. Using

work to provide an interactive experience for the

sound in visual work is a new design process for

audience. Interactive Sound /Image has a partially

me, and not knowing exactly what to make has

open-ended outcome, which I have less control

provided a lot of possibilities, but also difficulties

over than I do in other projects. I appreciate my

for exploration.

classmates’ help with content sources and
technical support during this project— the idea
of “collaboration” and “participation” became
a new interest to me by the end of my graduate study, and it leads to new future directions.
Throughout the whole process, I discovered
my courage of trying new things and pushing my
creative and knowledge boundaries. I wish
to continue challenging myself and hope my
works encourage and inspire other people.

Work being projected on the wall.
2014 MFA Exhibition at Anderson Gallery.

05:37

06:01

07:01

The distance between day and night, sun and moon,
with two suitcases and a gun

Thought I was looking, looking outside the window that beside me
Cars, trees, lights, piercing into the infinite darkness

Universe is a waterfall with gradient, turns from orange to blue to gray

People trotted on the street, with heavy coats, in heavy wind

Clouds arise in my eyes, leaves cover my soul
Every wish I made comes true, but only lasts for one night
Here comes the dawn, with all my dream crystals

Freezing winter ends, spring is right around the corner
Bus keeps speeding
Tomorrow will be a warm day

When night falls, stars are dying
Sweet honey becomes the light

Your wings will be cured, like sharp blades, break the darkness.
We will arrive where we are heading. You can fly again.”

I look at buildings afar under the grey sky

I hear train shouting
He nodded when I stepped in

I watch kids running under the bridge
Iron horse, sitting on the floor

Raindrops hit me when rainy season comes, I get washed and pure everyday

Sometimes the ground chills, sometimes it’s too hot

along with other millions dust friends

I sleep on the ground near a railroad, year after year,

I’m tiny dust, too small to worth mention

Smelling like time

Dumb light, green wall, shabby chair

In the somber room

#3 (Morning Hollow by Sparklehorse 07:24)

Once I was a hawk, travel all alone

diamond

#7 (Into Dust by Mazzy Star 05:37)

Your smile melts into honey

I wait for my wound healing, I don’t fly in a flock, I need to find my

Sky twist, roofs are burning, lakes on fire
Nothing is doughtier than your heart, it is as strong as the sword.

Cats are running, dogs are running, birds are running, insects are running

You sing like honey

Passing corners, crossing bridges

Trees keep dropping honey

Running on the street

#6 (Shade and Honey by Sparklehorse 04:08)

“Cheer up my friend, everything will be going alright.

I fell down, lost the diamond and lived in silence and suffering

An arrow whizzed by, hitting my wings

I was born with a diamond in my feather, flying high up in the sky

With sharp claws, keen eyesight

Once I was a hawk

#2 (Mountains by Sparklehorse 03:43)

My feather glows in the night, my tail becomes a rainbow

You know this is where we want to be

Floating in the air

Live in the immense heaven, or enormous forest

With strong wings, or tough hooves

I’d be a bird, or a horse

I built a myth for myself

If it is the right city, if it is the right world

Chef is a magician, light a cake

maze

Church stands behind a little forest, shuttle sails to the center of a

Thrift store smells like old dust

#5 (Myth by Beach House 04:19)

But I can only see the front

Strangers have the same face, speak different languages
Buildings climb into misty sky, clouds fall down and melt

I put all the voice inside a glass bottle, with a butterfly

Subway above me, I’m deep inside mother earth

I hear my old friends whispering

The planet is a giant spinning ball on the run, escaping from yesterdays

Take a deep chill breath
Garbage dancing in the air happily

Stars are watching me above, the moon is chasing behind

landing on a new continent

Stepped out the exit, moonlight touched my cheek

Murmuring, crying, creaking, a restless life

Swimming across the ocean, climbing over mountain ridges,

Somewhere at the other side of this planet

Six hours and forty-five minutes

Thought I was listening, listening to everything I could hear

I think I’m leaving, to a place that is far away

#4 (California by Mazzy Star 05:23)

We become one, sharing a twinned and fiery heart

He is my shadow, I am his

Sunshine reflects like gold coins

We sailing on silver shining sea

Horn trumping behind us

Old man, tolling the bell

He has one tear in his black eye, I have mine

Once upon a blue river with little mud hills

towns

You know the one that goes under steel bridges, passing suburbs and

I took the bus into the city

#1 (In the Kingdom by Mazzy Star 05:15)

I feel the way it affects me.]

[Each short piece is based on one song, music leads my writing,

Music On

Music, Writing, and Others | Graduate Seminar | Fall 2013

<appendix> 07:01-07:04
appendix

07:02

07:03

The sky turns red and begins burning

“Next time, next time I’ll take you with me.”

Once there was a rooftop, we had a swing and lighted fireworks
Once there was a grape vine, fruits ripe when summer came,
sparkling and crystal
Once there was a fish bowl, through which corals saw the world,

covering winding streets
I’m a giant looking down the town
I try to keep balance of myself, I will drift as far as I can

Heaven is so close to the skyline, stars twinkle above, fall on his pale nails

clouds cover him as his supple hair

Black cobbles turn into his deep eyes,

Sands become his golden skin, shells are his beautiful teeth

he swims towards me, in the dark blue night

Fish glow brightly under the boat,

fine hair lifted by summer breeze

There comes this girl with her yellow skirt and

spiritual drug.]

minute of my writing journey. Thank you music, you are my

by everything and anything. I imagine. I enjoyed every

I am the only one on the planet, even though I’m surrounded

connecting my flowing mind with the internal me. I feel like

rise up into my eyes. It isolated me from the rest of the world,

me back to memories, to a movie, to a book. Things easily

[Music makes writing less painful, calms me down, drives

Music Off

Inside recorded all the songs for all the memories

Rough bricks whispering to my fingers, soft grass itching my ankles

Once there was this unending tape

mute cannons point to the still ocean

and stay the same over timeless time

Once there was a girl, her eyes were as bright as the sun,

kids there had more wisdom

Once there was a train, it carried people and coal to the north,

Once there was a bridge, built under-water, there was a door in the end

it grew in size year by year

elf lived in its caves and made living on magic,

Once there was a mountain,

her heart as soft as her fur

Once there was a rabbit, telling stories each night before I went to sleep,

Old forts lie in the nightfall shaping a gentle contour,

Waves flap on the grey dam, crooning about her centuries-long love

Warm breeze, bright sunshine, the salty smell of great Caribbean Sea

#8 (Shore by Balmorhea 05:28)

This is my last day in the world

I drop into a whirl and fall apart as wee-wee pieces

She joggles her wings

Fog mists my eyes, scenes fade into boundless whiteness

Swallow flies into the clouds

This is the first time I leave the ground, I’m a bit tired

a lonely lobster crawled inside

reflecting sunshine on its surface

Golden leaves lay on the ground, look like silk ribbons,

I run into a beautiful swallow holding a branch, I rest on her back quietly

Once there was a pond, of which color was rainbow,

Cars are little ants

#9 (Homesick by Kings of Convenience 03:13)

This is the only thing I can remember

Buildings are below me, like dense squares

Higher and higher, lighter and lighter

I raise up into the air

Swiped my face his long-wind-coat-tail

“It’s a wonderful world.” He said

Towards the blazing lightning yonder

“Please take me with you, Miss Wind.”

A stranger walks by

We drive in the heavy rain on that muddy road

Sometimes I see my friends leaving with winds

appendix
appendix

07:04

Vitiello, Stephen. “Eyes Closed, Ears Open” In

netic Alphabet by Peter Cho, accessed April 10,

The Nameless Hour: Places of Reverie, Paths of

A sound that results from the passage of air

2014, http://www.pcho.net/takeluma/.

Reflection, edited by Ashley Kistler and Dinah

through restrictions of the oral cavity, any

An MFA thesis project by Peter Cho, from

Ryan, 53-55. Richmond: Anderson Gallery, VCU

sound that is not the dominant sound of a

the UCLA Department of Design and

School of the Arts, 2010.

syllable. In English, consonants are b, c, d, f,

Consonant

Media Arts. An interesting exploration of

An article about how to listen. I began to

the relationship between spoken language

pay attention to different sounds, including

and written forms. His works include a new

sounds in the environment, artificial

writing system based on spoken English,

noise, music and languages. Although this

Also known as drawn sound techniques are

an interactive installation and sculpture. It’s

is not necessarily related to graphic design,

a consequence of the sound-on-film technol-

an important reference for my project Phonet-

it opened a new world to me.

ogy and based on the creation of artificial

Graphical sound

optical polyphonic sound tracks on transpar-

ic and Sonic Alphabet, which also incorporates
spoken language and visual interpretation.

g, h, j, k, l, m, n, p, q, r, s, t, v, w, x, y and z.

Woolman, Matt. Sonic graphics/seeing sound.

ent film. In the 1950s, National Film Board

London: Thames & Hudson, 2000.

of Canada animators Norman McLaren

Ikeda, Ryoji. “ryoji ikeda|test pattern” Ryoji

A book that focuses the an intersection

and Evelyn Lambart, and film composer

Ikeda, accessed April 10, 2014, http://www.

where sound is seen and image is

Maurice Blackburn, began their own experi-

ryojiikeda.com/project/testpattern/.

heard. It provides various and vast aspects

ments with graphical sound, McLaren

My favorite electronic composer and visual

of interpreting sound into visual works,

created a short 1951 film Pen Point Percussion,

sound artist. The visual aspect of his works

including typographic composition,

demonstrating his work.

influenced my personal aesthetics.

motion graphics, CD covers, sculptures,
among others.

Vowel

Ohashi, Takashi “koukou.” Vimeo video,

A sound produced by the vocal cords with

6:11, accessed April 10, 2014, https://vimeo.

relatively little restriction of the oral cavity,

com/61608556.

forming the prominent sound of a syllable.

An early inspiration for my project Phonetic

< selected bibliography + glossary> 08:01

Cho, Peter. Takeluma: A Sound Symbolic, Pho-

In English, vowels are a, e, i, o and u.

and Sonic Alphabet. Translated Japanese
alphabet into a series of animations.
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